Draft Policy ARIN-2014-3
Remove 8.2 and 8.3 and 8.4 Minimum IPv4 Block Size Requirements
• **2014-3 History**
  – Origin: ARIN-prop-195 (Jan 2014)
  – AC Shepherds: Owen DeLong, Bill Darte
  – AC accepted as Draft Policy in January 2014
  – Draft Policy text
    • Online & in Discussion Guide
• 2014-3 – Work in Progress
  – Posted to PPML and presented for community discussion
  – Advisory Council needs your feedback:
    • Is it good number policy?
      – Fair and Impartial?
      – Technically Sound?
      – Supported by the Community?
    • Should the AC continue to work on this or get rid of it?
  – Next: AC presentation
Problem Statement

• All three transfer sections make the minimum block size allowed to be transferred a /24. In a post-exhaustion world, policy should allow and enable networks to move blocks around as they see fit, without arbitrary regulation of a minimum size.
Policy Statement

Remove all instances in 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 which set a minimum transfer size of a / 24.
Discussion

• Should an organization be allowed to transfer existing blocks without limitations on size?

• Is there improved language or comment you wish to offer?